ABSTRAKT

Name: Achievements of our swimmers on the World competitions since 1950 to nowadays.

Goal: The goal of my work will be to gather significant results and success of Czech swimmers on the competitions of World, European and Olympics class and to judge a development of success of our swimmers through the time. On the significant performance of swimmers try to show capability of our swimmers to achieve the best results on competitions.

Methods: In this thesis is used basic research of data which is important for main part of thesis. Results are stated on bases of strict standards and they are choosing just from mentioned competitions. Than we use a comparison of data and then we use some basic maths operations to show results.

Results: From the choose sources we found data and create a list of presences our swimmers on competitions of MS, ME, OH. Our results show a final position of swimmer in a competition, his time, Fina points and percentage value of his performance to his Pb. Results showing us that counts of our competitors is growing by the time 1950 – 2012. And on a last place we shortly show how swimmers were capable to focus their best physical conditions to the most important competitions.
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